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1. introduction
2. gamma-ray burst follow-up
   - prospects for short GRBs
   - short GRB 160821B and implications
3. gravitational wave follow-up
4. neutrino follow-up
5. fast radio bursts

NB: various plots already shown at previous meetings
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Transients with MAGIC, CTA

CTA: Transients Science WG 
coordinator: Susumu Inoue; deputy: Catherine Boisson 
-> coordinator: Catherine Boisson; deputy: Daniela Hadasch 

MAGIC: GRB Physics WG -> Transients PWG 
convenors: Susumu Inoue, Francesco Longo, Konstancja Satalecka	

References on CTA science prospects:
GRBs: SI+ for CTA 2013, Astropart. Phys. 43, 252
Transients: SI+ Chap. 9, “Science for CTA”,
 World Scientific, in press (arXiv:1709.07997)

Motto: “Expect the unexpected.” 
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Table A.7

Differential sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes obtained with the low zenith angle observations of Crab Nebula data sample. The definitions of the sensitivities are as in Table A.5.

The γ -rate and bkg-rate columns show the rate of γ events from Crab Nebula and residual background respectively in the differential estimated energy bins.

Emin Emax γ -rate bkg-rate S
Nex/

√
Nbkg

SLi&Ma,1Off SLi&Ma,3Off SLi&Ma,5Off S
Nex/

√
Nbkg

[GeV] [GeV] [min−1] [min−1] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [10−12 cm−2 s−1 TeV−1]

63 100 3.01 ± 0.13 4.06 ± 0.08 6.7 ± 0.2 8.8 ± 0.4 7.1 ± 0.3 6.8 ± 0.3 730 ± 30

100 158 4.29 ± 0.12 2.41 ± 0.06 3.31 ± 0.12 4.77 ± 0.14 3.87 ± 0.11 3.67 ± 0.10 137 ± 5

158 251 3.37 ± 0.08 0.54 ± 0.03 2.00 ± 0.08 2.95 ± 0.10 2.38 ± 0.08 2.25 ± 0.08 30.5 ± 1.3

251 398 1.36 ± 0.05 0.066 ± 0.010 1.72 ± 0.15 2.8 ± 0.2 2.16 ± 0.16 2.03 ± 0.15 9.3 ± 0.8

398 631 1.22 ± 0.04 0.027 ± 0.006 1.23 ± 0.16 2.10 ± 0.18 1.61 ± 0.18 1.51 ± 0.15 2.3 ± 0.3

631 1000 0.88 ± 0.04 0.0133 ± 0.0018 1.19 ± 0.10 2.18 ± 0.12 1.64 ± 0.09 1.53 ± 0.11 0.72 ± 0.06

1000 1585 0.58 ± 0.03 0.0059 ± 0.0007 1.21 ± 0.10 2.48 ± 0.11 1.80 ± 0.09 1.66 ± 0.09 0.230 ± 0.018

1585 2512 0.30 ± 0.02 0.0027 ± 0.0005 1.58 ± 0.18 3.8 ± 0.2 2.60 ± 0.19 2.36 ± 0.18 0.090 ± 0.010

2512 3981 0.166 ± 0.016 0.0020 ± 0.0005 2.5 ± 0.4 6.2 ± 0.5 4.3 ± 0.4 3.8 ± 0.4 0.041 ± 0.007

3981 6310 0.093 ± 0.012 0.0014 ± 0.0003 3.7 ± 0.7 10.2 ± 1.0 6.8 ± 0.7 6.1 ± 0.7 0.017 ± 0.003

6310 10000 0.060 ± 0.010 0.0046 ± 0.0015 10 ± 3 22 ± 3 16 ± 3 15 ± 2 0.013 ± 0.003

Table A.8

Differential sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes obtained with the medium zenith angle (30°–45°) Crab Nebula data sample. Columns as in Table A.7.

Emin Emax γ -rate bkg-rate S
Nex/

√
Nbkg

SLi&Ma,1Off SLi&Ma,3Off SLi&Ma,5Off S
Nex/

√
Nbkg

[GeV] [GeV] [min−1] [min−1] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [10−12 cm−2 s−1 TeV−1]

63 100 0.40 ± 0.12 2.92 ± 0.11 39 ± 16 56 ± 16 45 ± 12 43 ± 11 4200 ± 1700

100 158 3.18 ± 0.16 2.89 ± 0.05 4.9 ± 0.4 7.0 ± 0.4 5.7 ± 0.3 5.4 ± 0.3 202 ± 15

158 251 2.67 ± 0.19 0.54 ± 0.04 2.52 ± 0.19 3.7 ± 0.3 3.0 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.2 38 ± 3

251 398 2.86 ± 0.13 0.305 ± 0.019 1.76 ± 0.14 2.64 ± 0.14 2.11 ± 0.11 2.00 ± 0.10 9.5 ± 0.8

398 631 1.76 ± 0.12 0.088 ± 0.006 1.5 ± 0.2 2.41 ± 0.16 1.90 ± 0.14 1.79 ± 0.13 2.8 ± 0.4

631 1000 1.44 ± 0.09 0.038 ± 0.002 1.23 ± 0.13 2.04 ± 0.12 1.58 ± 0.09 1.48 ± 0.10 0.74 ± 0.08

1000 1585 0.94 ± 0.08 0.0197 ± 0.0016 1.36 ± 0.12 2.38 ± 0.16 1.81 ± 0.13 1.69 ± 0.13 0.26 ± 0.02

1585 2512 0.67 ± 0.06 0.0111 ± 0.0015 1.43 ± 0.16 2.7 ± 0.2 2.00 ± 0.19 1.85 ± 0.18 0.082 ± 0.009

2512 3981 0.32 ± 0.05 0.0093 ± 0.0012 2.8 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 0.6 3.7 ± 0.5 0.046 ± 0.007

3981 6310 0.20 ± 0.04 0.0042 ± 0.0017 2.9 ± 0.6 6.4 ± 1.2 4.6 ± 0.9 4.2 ± 0.9 0.014 ± 0.003

6310 10000 0.10 ± 0.03 0.0052 ± 0.0002 6.7 ± 1.9 14 ± 3 10 ± 3 9 ± 2 0.008 ± 0.002

Fig. 19. Dependence of the integral sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes (computed ac-

cording to SLi&Ma,3Off prescription, see text for details) on the observation time, obtained

with the low zenith angle Crab Nebula sample. Different line styles show different en-

ergy thresholds: > 105 GeV (solid), > 290 GeV (dotted), > 1250 GeV (dashed).

the acceptance for background and γ events. We also compute a sen-
sitivity “degradation factor”, defined as the square root of the back-
ground acceptance divided by the γ acceptance and normalized to 1
for a point like source. As an example, let us assume a source with a
radius of 0.5°. The optimal cut θs = 0.51 computed according to Eq.
(2) results in 26 times larger background than with cut θ0 = 0.1. This
would correspond to ≈ 5 times worse sensitivity, however the cut
contains ≈ 90% of γ events, significantly larger than ≈ 70% efficiency

for a point like cut. Therefore the sensitivity is degraded by a smaller
factor, ≈ 4.

A second effect which can degrade the sensitivity for extended
sources is the loss of collection area for higher offsets from the cam-
era center. For a source radius of e.g. 0.5°, the γ -rays can be ob-
served up to an offset of 0.9° from the camera center. For such
large offsets, the collection area is nearly a factor of 3 smaller than
in the camera center. Using the γ -rates, which are proportional to
the collection area, shown in Fig. 20 we can compute the aver-
age rate of γ rays for an arbitrary source profile. For this exam-
ple of a source with constant surface density and a radius of 0.5°
it turns out that the total average collection area is lower only by
≈ 20% than for a point like source at the usual wobble offset of
0.4°. However, since a similar drop happens also for the background
events, the net degradation of the sensitivity due to this effect is only
∼ 10%.

Finally, we compute the radius # of the MAGIC effective field of
view. It is defined such that observations of an isotropic gamma-
ray flux with a hypothetical instrument with a flat-top acceptance
R′(ξ) = R(0) for ξ < #, and R′(ξ) = 0 for ξ > #, would yield the
same number of detected gamma rays as with MAGIC, when no
cuts on the arrival direction are applied. We can therefore obtain #

from the condition
! #

0 2π ξ R(0)dξ =
! 1.8°

0 2π ξ R(ξ)dξ , where R(ξ)
is shown in bottom panel of Fig. 20, yielding # = 1°. We note, how-
ever, that standard observations of sources with an extension larger
than 0.4° are technically difficult, as in that case the edge of the
source would fall into the background estimation region. Neverthe-
less, the effective field of view is a useful quantity for non-standard
observations of diffuse signals like, e.g. the cosmic electron flux
[26,8].

MAGIC telescopes Roque de los Muchachos Observatory

- 2 × 17m IACTs
  La Palma, Canary Is.
  altitude 2200m
 	

- Field of view: ~3.5°
- Angular resolution: ~0.1°
- Sensitivity:
   ~ 10% Crab in 1 h  >100 GeV
- Threshold energy:
   ~50 GeV at zenith angle <20°
- Repointing speed:
   ~30 s for 180°

Integral sensitivity [% Crab units]
  vs Observation time [h]	

Aleksic+ 16	

- Key observing program
   dedicated to GRB follow-up

mono from Apr. 2005
stereo from July 2009	



Gamma-Ray Bursts high photon statistics
>tens of GeV 	

Clarify physics of GRBs 
- prompt: mechanism, jet properties (central engine: NS/BH?) 
- early afterglow: mechanism (plateau phase), 
   particle acceleration, B field generation 
Probe the Universe 
- extragalactic background light (deeper than AGN) 
- intergalactic magnetic fields 
Test UHECR origin, 
fundamental physics 
  search for 
  signatures of: 
- accelerated hadrons 
- Lorentz invariance 
  violation 

Most luminous explosions
in the Universe,
largely unexplored at VHE	via VHE observations: 

Piran 03 



GRBs: short vs long

adapted from
Gomboc 12	

? 

photosphere?	

  
  GRB 

?	

Many systematic differences:
 MeV spectra, z distribution,
 host galaxy type, environment
-> likely distinct progenitors
-> high-energy properties
     may well be different

GW?	 kilonova?	

GeV	

BATSE
4B catalog	

supernova Ibc	 UHE ν?	
UHECR?	

 
	TeV?	

~20-30%	

~70-80%	



short GRBs: GeV

GRB 090510
Ackermann+ 13

Ackermann+ 10

detected by LAT up to 
Eγ~31 GeV, t~178 s	

LAT detections, as of July 2017
             ~120 long GRBs vs.
             ~11 short GRBs,
                only 1 with z

z=0.903 (DL~6 Gpc)	

081024B, 090227B, 090510, 
090531B, 110529, 120830,
130310, 130606B, 140402, 
140619B, 160709, 160829
(170206)

Human knowledge on high-energy properties
of short GRBs is sorely lacking

DL~6 Gpc	

Fermi-LAT+ 17



short GRBs: z distribution
nearest short GRBs
GRB          z
061201       0.111
080905A    0.122
150101B    0.134
050709       0.161
160821B    0.162
050509B    0.225

160821B   z=0.16
2nd or 3rd nearest
so far

short <z>~0.5
long <z>~2.0	
Berger 14 ARAA	



gamma-ray horizon E(τγγ=1) vs z due to EBL

Y. Inoue, SI+ 13�
LGRB 
mean	

SGRB 
mean	



MAGIC GRB observations: time delay, zenith angle

GRB 160821B	

As of July 2017:
96 GRBs observed without hardware issues
43 mono, 53 stereo	



MAGIC GRB observations: redshift distribution

As of July 2017:
39 (of 96) GRBs with z; 19 mono, 20 stereo 	



MAGIC GRB observations: redshift distribution

As of July 2017:
39 (of 96) GRBs with z; 19 mono, 20 stereo
(18 with z<2; 8 mono, 10 stereo) 	

z<2	

GRB 160821B	



short GRB 160821B

XRT: “extended emission”+ steep decay t~<500s, “plateau” t~<30ks

z=0.16  one of nearest ever

Lü+ 17	

Kasliwal+ 17, Tanvir+ in prep	

LAT: no detection reported, but likely not strong limit
  (outside FoV at t<5 ks, around edge of FoV at t~5-9 ks)

MAGIC:
automatic follow-up
t~24 s - 1.5 h
   Zd~34-40°
   poor weather
   NSB ~3-5 ×dark 
t~1.5 - 4 h
   Zd~40-55°
   good weather
   NSB ~5-9 ×dark
   (higher Moon)

GBM: T90~1s, Ep~84 keV, S~1.7×10-6 erg cm-2   -> Eiso~1.2×1050 erg
DL~800 Mpc	

   
  e

ne
rg

y	

BAT 
15-150 keV	

XRT  
0.3-10 keV	

optical, IR: afterglow, constraints on kilonova

c.f. 090510: Eiso~1053 erg , 130427A (long): >1054 erg



short GRB 160821B

XRT: “extended emission”+ steep decay t~<500s, “plateau” t~<30ks

z=0.16  one of nearest ever

Lü+ 17	

Kasliwal+ 17, Tanvir+ in prep	

MAGIC:
automatic follow-up
t~24 s - 1.5 h
   Zd~34-40°
   poor weather
   NSB ~3-5 ×dark 
t~1.5 - 4 h
   Zd~40-55°
   good weather
   NSB ~5-9 ×dark
   (higher Moon)

DL~800 Mpc	
   

  e
ne

rg
y	

BAT 
15-150 keV	

XRT  
0.3-10 keV	

optical, IR: afterglow, constraints on kilonovaLAT: no detection reported, but likely not strong limit
  (outside FoV at t<5 ks, around edge of FoV at t~5-9 ks)

GBM: T90~1s, Ep~84 keV, S~1.7×10-6 erg cm-2   -> Eiso~1.2×1050 erg
c.f. 090510: Eiso~1053 erg , 130427A (long): >1054 erg



- Dedicated analyses, including new Crab data under Moon
- ~3 sigma excess (>600-800 GeV) at GRB position,
   for whole exposure, as well as 2nd half only (t~1.5-4 h)  
- Excess confirmed by 3 analyzers via independent analyses
- Some offset of hot spot from nominal GRB position,
   but within statistical uncertainties
- Possible evidence of γ signal, but not firm (>5σ) detection 9	

see arXiv:1704.00906 for
MAGIC performance in Moon	

MAGIC observations of low-z short GRB 160821B

- Followed up from t~24 s to t~4 h. Fastest ever, nearest ever
  for MAGIC, but under non-ideal weather, high Moon.
-  Dedicated analysis yields >4 sigma (pre-trial), ~3.1 sigma
  (post-trial) at >600-800 GeV at GRB position.
  Possible evidence of gamma-ray signal, but not firm detection.

z=0.16 (DL~800 Mpc)one of nearest
ever SGRBs	



MAGIC observations of low-z short GRB 160821B

IF signal real:
- energy flux >500 GeV ~ 2 × energy flux in X-rays at t~104 s
- suggests relatively shallow decay
   -> analogous to X-ray “plateau”?

Stay tuned�for
talk GA286
by Susumu Inoue
July 18 Tue 14:15
(this afternoon)
      잘 부탁해!	

IF signal is real:
- energy flux >500 GeV ~ 2 × energy flux in X-rays at t~104 s
- First SGRB seen >500 GeV
  First SGRB seen >GeV to t~104s
  Only second SGRB with known z seen >GeV
  -> Advances our knowledge of HE properties of sGRBs
- Relatively shallow decay and hard spectrum suggested.
  -> Interpretable as afterglow SSC with extended energy
       injection, in accord with behavior observed in X-rays.
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!Rossi et al., 2004". Within the structured jet model the
polarization arises due to the gradient in the emissivity.
This gradient has a clear orientation. The emissivity is
maximal at the center of the jet and decreases mono-
tonically outwards. The polarization will be maximal
when the variation in the emissivity within the emitting
beam is maximal. This happens around the jet break
when !obs#"−1 and the observed beam just reaches the
center. The polarization expected in this case is around
20% !Rossi et al., 2004" and it is slightly larger than the
maximal polarization from a uniform jet. As the direc-
tion of the gradient is always the same !relative to a
given observer" there should be no jumps in the direc-
tion of polarization.

According to the patchy shell model !Kumar and Pi-
ran, 2002a" the jet can include variable emitting hot
spots. This could lead to a fluctuation in the light curve
!as hot spots enter the observed beam" and also to cor-
responding fluctuations in the polarization !Granot,
2003; Nakar and Oren, 2003". There is a clear prediction
!Nakar and Oren, 2003; Nakar, Piran, and Granot, 2003"
that if the fluctuations are angular and have a typical
angular scale !f then the first bump in the light curve
should appear when "−1#!f !the whole hot spot will be
within the observed beam". The later bumps in the light
curve should decrease in amplitude !due to statistical
fluctuations". Nakar and Oren !2004" show analytically
and numerically that the jumps in the polarization direc-
tion should be random, sharp, and accompanied by
jumps in the amount of polarization.

K. Orphan afterglows

Orphan afterglows were predicted as a natural prod-
uct of GRB jets. The realization that GRB’s are colli-
mated with rather narrow opening angles, while the fol-
lowing afterglow could be observed over a wider angular
range, led immediately to the search for orphan after-
glows, that is, afterglows not associated with observed
prompt GRB emission. While the GRB and the early
afterglow are collimated to within the original opening
angle !j, the afterglow can be observed after the jet
break, from a viewing angle of "−1. The Lorentz factor "
is a rapidly decreasing function of time. This means that
an observer at !obs#!j could not see the burst but could
detect an afterglow once "−1=!obs. As the typical emis-
sion frequency and the flux decrease with time, while the
jet opening angle ! increases, this implies that observers
at larger viewing angles would detect weaker and softer
afterglows. X-ray orphan afterglows can be observed
several hours or at most a few days after a x-ray burst
!depending of course on the sensitivity of the detector".
Optical afterglows !brighter than 25th mag" can be de-
tected in the R band for a week from small !#10° "
angles away from the GRB jet axis. On the other hand,
at very late times, after the Newtonian break, radio af-
terglows could be detected by observers at all viewing
angles.

The search for orphan afterglows is an observational
challenge. One has to search for a 10−12 ergs/sec/cm2

signal in the x-ray region of the spectrum, a 23rd or
higher magnitude signal in the optical, or a mJy signal in
the radio !at GHz" transients. Unlike afterglow searches
that are triggered by a well-located GRB, there is no
information on where to search for an orphan afterglow
and confusion with other transients is rather easy. So far
there have been no detections of any orphan afterglows
at any wavelength.

Rhoads !1997" was the first to suggest that observa-
tions of orphan afterglows would enable us to estimate
the opening angles and the true rate of GRB’s. Dalal et
al. !2002" pointed out that as the post-jet-break after-
glow light curves decay quickly, most orphan afterglows
will be dim and hence undetectable. They commented
that if the maximal observing angle, !max, of an orphan
afterglow were a constant factor times !j, the ratio of
observed orphan afterglows Rorph

obs to that of GRB’s RGRB
obs

would not tell us much about the opening angles of
GRB’s or their true rate, RGRB

true $ fbRGRB
obs . However, as

we shall see below, this assumption is inconsistent with
the constant energy of GRB’s, which suggests that all
GRB’s would be detected up to a fixed angle indepen-
dent of their jet opening angle.

1. Optical orphan afterglow

An optical orphan afterglow is emitted at a stage
when the outflow is still relativistic. The observation that
GRB’s have a roughly constant total energy !Frail et al.,
2001; Panaitescu and Kumar, 2001; Piran et al., 2001" and
that the observed variability in the apparent luminosity
arises mostly from variation in the jet opening angles
leads to a remarkable result: The post-jet-break after-
glow light curve is universal !Granot et al., 2002". Figure
31 depicts this universal light curve. This implies that for
a given redshift z and a given limiting magnitude m

FIG. 31. !Color in online edition" Schematic afterglow light
curve. While the bursts differ before the jet break !due to dif-
ferent opening angles, the light curves coincide after the break
when the energy per unit solid angle is a constant.

1191Tsvi Piran: The physics of gamma-ray bursts

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 76, No. 4, October 2004

E. Nakar, T. Piran / New Astronomy 8 (2003) 141–153 143

orphan afterglows (see Fig. 2) are the ‘traditional’ observations. Second, there are numerous back-
orphan afterglows (Rhoads, 1997; Perna and Loeb, ground transients and we have to identify specific
1998; Dalal et al., 2002; Granot et al., 2002; Nakar et transients as afterglows. We show in Section 3 that
al., 2002; Totani and Panaitescu, 2002) that are this problem may not be severe for the X-ray band.
observed outside the initial jet. Off-axis orphan Even assuming that all observed transients (after
afterglows can be seen only after the jet break when some basic filtering) are afterglows we find a tight
the jet expands sideway. Their light curve rises constraint on the ratio of X-ray to g-ray beaming.
initially reaching a maximal flux (that depends on Optical background transients (e.g. AGNs, stellar
the observing angle) and then decays following the flares, etc.) are more numerous. Here, we should use
post-jet-break light curves of a standard GRB after- the temporal and spectral observations of the after-
glow. To study the initial opening angles of the glows, observed so far, as templates for identifica-
relativistic jets we must consider the on-axis orphan tion.
afterglows. A third problem that is unique to afterglows is the

1A direct way to determine the beaming ratios is to possible confusion between the optical and radio
compare the rates of detection of transients in on-axis and off-axis orphan afterglows. The overall
different energy bands. However, several confusing light curves of on-axis and off-axis orphan after-
factors should be taken into account in such a glows are significantly different (see Fig. 3). How-
comparison. First, detectors in different energy bands

1have different relative thresholds. These should be The current X-ray observations are before the jet break, when
calibrated using the current GRB and afterglow only on-axis afterglows can be seen.

Fig. 2. Off axis orphan afterglow is seen by observers that are not within the initial relativistic jet. This emission is seen only after the jet
break and the sideways expansion of the relativistic material. The schematic figure depicts three observers. Observer A detects both the GRB
and the afterglow. Observer B does not detect the GRB but detects afterglow that is similar to the one observed by A. Observer C detects
off-axis orphan afterglow that rises and fall and differs from the afterglow detected by observers A and B.

short GRB off-axis afterglow

Nakar & Piran 03

Piran 04

CRs and non-thermal emission due to cold accretion 5

Gyr. Estimating the contribution of ionized gas detected
via metal lines, Lehner & Howk (2011) derive Ṁacc,HVC ∼
0.45 − 1.40 M⊙ yr−1, which would meet the required Ṁacc,SF.
Finally, accounting for the potentially dominant MS contri-
bution, Richter (2012, 2016) give Ṁacc,HVC ∼ 0.7 M⊙ yr−1 in
HI alone, and a total including ionized gas of Ṁacc,HVC !
5 M⊙ yr−1, more than sufficient for Ṁacc,SF. However, note
that the MS contribution may be transient, lasting only for
0.5-1 Gyr (Fox et al. 2014).

HVCs of the Leading Arm is known to be interacting with
the disk in the outer Galaxy (McClure-Griffiths et al. 2008)

diagnostic to distinguish from more conventional possibili-
ties like PWNe or SNRs

radio X-ray electron acceleration measure magnetic fields
to confirm sufficient to reach maximum energy

neutrinos
distinguish from more conventional possibilities 1. energet-

ics 2. non-shell morphology 3. sometimes soft X emission,
IR lines? 4. locations uncorrelated with SF region interarm,
even outside stellar disk 5. correlated with extraplanar HI?

no star formation however induced (?Izumi et al. 2014)
outer galaxy Note that the 3 FVWs found to be associated

with HVCs by Kang & Koo (2007) all lie at sky positions
toward the outer Galaxy.

GeV Fermi TeV HAWC
external galaxies?
outer galaxy CRs Fermi-LAT diffuse emission
inhomogeneous, transient CR enhancement? low-level dif-

fuse outer disk emission?
HI emission faint diffuse not easy confusion

T n R v, M distribution
illuminating the interface of cold accretion
intergalactic filament cosmic web satellite gas

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
early epochs, for example production of light elements

(Suzuki & Inoue 2002)

Rµν − 1
2

gµνR =
8πG
c4 Tµν (9)

gµν = ηµν + hµν ,Tµν = 0 (10)
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...
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Γ(t) ≃ 4.4(E51/n)1/8(td/(1 + z))−3/8 (15)

We acknowledge valuable discussions with Changhyun
Baek, Takahiro Kudoh, Yutaka Ohira, Ryo Yamazaki,
Masahiro Nagashima,
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IACTs: to have Rorp>~Ralert /10~ 0.2/yr
-> 𝛩j >~35 deg  -> Γ~<1.6 -> t>15 day	

assume top-hat jet structure
GRB 160821B-like event at DL~40 Mpc, θv~30 deg
-> νfν~10-13 erg/cm2/s at t~25 day: possibly detectable by CTA

shouldn’t discount, but don’t bet on it	

potentially promising in optical, X-rays, Lazzati+ 16, Nakar & Piran 16
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with specific stellar populations). Because merger counterparts
are predicted to be faint, obtaining a spectroscopic redshift
is challenging (cf. Rowlinson et al. 2010), in which case
spectroscopy of the host galaxy is the most promising means
of obtaining the event redshift.

It is important to distinguish two general strategies for con-
necting EM and GW events. One approach is to search for a
GW signal following an EM trigger, either in real time or at
a post-processing stage (e.g., Finn et al. 1999; Mohanty et al.
2004). This is particularly promising for counterparts predicted
to occur in temporal coincidence with the GW chirp, such as
short-duration gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs). Unfortunately, most
other promising counterparts (none of which have yet been
independently identified) occur hours to months after coales-
cence.6 Thus, the predicted arrival time of the GW signal will
remain uncertain, in which case the additional sensitivity gained
from this information is significantly reduced. For instance, if
the time of merger is known only to within an uncertainty of
∼ hours (weeks), as we will show is the case for optical (radio)
counterparts, then the number of trial GW templates that must
be searched is larger by a factor ∼104–106 than if the merger
time is known to within seconds, as in the case of SGRBs.

A second approach, which is the primary focus of this paper,
is EM follow-up of GW triggers. A potential advantage in this
case is that counterpart searches are restricted to the nearby
universe, as determined by the ALIGO/Virgo sensitivity range
(redshift z ! 0.05–0.1). On the other hand, the large error
regions are a significant challenge, which are estimated to be
tens of square degrees even for optimistic configurations of GW
detectors (e.g., Gürsel & Tinto 1989; Fairhurst 2009; Wen &
Chen 2010; Nissanke et al. 2011). Although it has been argued
that this difficulty may be alleviated if the search is restricted
to galaxies within 200 Mpc (Nuttall & Sutton 2010), we stress
that the number of galaxies with L " 0.1 L∗ (typical of SGRB
host galaxies; Berger 2009, 2011) within an expected GW error
region is ∼400, large enough to negate this advantage for most
search strategies. In principle the number of candidate galaxies
could be reduced if the distance can be constrained from the
GW signal; however, distance estimates for individual events
are rather uncertain, especially at that low of S/Ns that will
characterize most detections (Nissanke et al. 2010). Moreover,
current galaxy catalogs are incomplete within the ALIGO/Virgo
volume, especially at lower luminosities. Finally, some mergers
may also occur outside of their host galaxies (Berger 2010;
Kelley et al. 2010). Although restricting counterpart searches to
nearby galaxies is unlikely to reduce the number of telescope
pointings necessary in follow-up searches, it nevertheless can
substantially reduce the effective sky region to be searched,
thereby allowing for more effective vetoes of false positive
events (Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009).

At the present there are no optical or radio facilities that can
provide all-sky coverage at a cadence and depth matched to
the expected light curves of EM counterparts. As we show in
this paper, even the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST),
with a planned all-sky cadence of four days and a depth of
r ≈ 24.7 mag, is unlikely to effectively capture the range of
expected EM counterparts. Thus, targeted follow-up of GW

6 Predicted EM counterparts that may instead precede the GW signal include
emission powered by the magnetosphere of the NS (e.g., Hansen & Lyutikov
2001; McWilliams & Levin 2011; Lyutikov 2011a, 2011b), or cracking of the
NS crust due to tidal interactions (e.g., Troja et al. 2010; Tsang et al. 2011),
during the final inspiral. However, given the current uncertainties in these
models, we do not discuss them further.
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Optical (t ~ 1 day)

Jet ISM Shock (Afterglow)

GRB
(t ~ 0.1 1 s)
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Figure 1. Summary of potential electromagnetic counterparts of NS–NS/
NS–BH mergers discussed in this paper, as a function of the observer angle,
θobs. Following the merger a centrifugally supported disk (blue) remains around
the central compact object (usually a BH). Rapid accretion lasting !1 s
powers a collimated relativistic jet, which produces a short-duration gamma-
ray burst (Section 2). Due to relativistic beaming, the gamma-ray emission
is restricted to observers with θobs ! θj , the half-opening angle of the jet.
Non-thermal afterglow emission results from the interaction of the jet with
the surrounding circumburst medium (pink). Optical afterglow emission is
observable on timescales up to ∼ days–weeks by observers with viewing angles
of θobs ! 2θj (Section 3.1). Radio afterglow emission is observable from all
viewing angles (isotropic) once the jet decelerates to mildly relativistic speeds
on a timescale of weeks–months, and can also be produced on timescales of
years from sub-relativistic ejecta (Section 3.2). Short-lived isotropic optical
emission lasting ∼few days (kilonova; yellow) can also accompany the merger,
powered by the radioactive decay of heavy elements synthesized in the ejecta
(Section 4).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

error regions is required, whether the aim is to detect optical
or radio counterparts. Even with this approach, the follow-
up observations will still require large field-of-view (FOV)
telescopes to cover tens of square degrees; targeted observations
of galaxies are unlikely to substantially reduce the large amount
of time to scan the full error region.

Our investigation of EM counterparts is organized as follows.
We begin by comparing various types of EM counterparts, each
illustrated by the schematic diagram in Figure 1. The first is an
SGRB, powered by accretion following the merger (Section 2).
Even if no SGRB is produced or detected, the merger may still
be accompanied by relativistic ejecta, which will power non-
thermal afterglow emission as it interacts with the surrounding
medium. In Section 3 we explore the properties of such “or-
phan afterglows” from bursts with jets nearly aligned toward
Earth (optical afterglows; Section 3.1) and for larger viewing
angles (late radio afterglows; Section 3.2). We constrain our
models using the existing observations of SGRB afterglows,
coupled with off-axis afterglow models. We also provide a re-
alistic assessment of the required observing time and achiev-
able depths in the optical and radio bands. In Section 4 we
consider isotropic optical transients powered by the radioac-
tive decay of heavy elements synthesized in the ejecta (referred
to here as “kilonovae,” since their peak luminosities are pre-
dicted to be roughly one thousand times brighter than those
of standard novae). In Section 5 we compare and contrast the
potential counterparts in the context of our four Cardinal Virtues.
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Gravitational Waves

VHE γ follow-up
- test short GRB physics via:
  on-beam afterglow
  off-beam orphan afterglow?
- probe merger physics via
  emission due to ejecta +
  ambient medium interaction

Metzger & Berger 11	

efficient scan of large error 
region via tiling 

Bartos+ 13	

c.f. Kyutoku+ 14

Newest window onto the Universe,
connection with GRBs, etc

- powerful probe of relativistic dynamical phenomena, 
  especially compact binary mergers 
- NS-NS/BH mergers potential sources of short GRBs; 
  fast ejecta rich in r-process nuclei 
  -> coincident EM-GW detection 
       provides new dimension 

potential “prompt” component
from fastest part of ejecta

- improve via any detection: 
  significance of GW detection
  localization -> ID of host, z 

- being detected by LIGO and current observatories 
  but often poor localization, low detection significance 



local gamma absorption mean free path

Coppi & Aharonian 97	Venters+ 10�

Gilmore+ 09
Kneiske+ 08
Stecker+ 06	

τγγ<1 at
~<10 TeV
~<200 Mpc



MAGIC gravitational wave follow-up
- GW151226: BH-BH
  upper limits for small part of error region
- GW1708__: potential binary with NS 
  upper limits for optical transients (likely supernovae)

14

� MAGIC signed in 2014 an MoU

with LVC to join the follow-up

program of GW event

candidates

� On the Dec 28th 2015, MAGIC

followed up the second GW

discovery event (GW 151226)

� Four 2.5 x 2.5 deg region

pointed. No excesses found

Status after O1

GCN #18776

MAGIC 

Pointings

The MAGIC follow up of GW 

A. Carosi – MAGIC Multi Messenger Transient Program – La Thuile, 2017 March 18-25 
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discovery event (GW 151226)

� Four 2.5 x 2.5 deg region

pointed. No excesses found

Status after O1

GCN #18776

MAGIC 

Pointings

The MAGIC follow up of GW 

A. Carosi – MAGIC Multi Messenger Transient Program – La Thuile, 2017 March 18-25 

GW151226	

c.f. GW170817: NS-NS
  unobservable due to high ZA(~88 deg)



GW170817 late-time X-ray, radio �

Figure 4.  Radio light curves arising from quasi-spherical ejecta with a velocity gradient

compared with the 3 GHz light curve (ref. 12 and Extended Data Table 1). Two light curves

(red solid and blue dashed) show single power law models with a maximum Lorentz factor

=3.5,  and  with  a  maximum velocity  =v/c=0.8.  The  former  and  latter  approximatelyɣ β

correspond to the cocoon and dynamical ejecta, respectively. The shallow rise of the radio

data is consistent with a profile of E(> )  ( )βɣ ∝ βɣ -5 . For n~0.03 cm-3, the observed radio

flux at 93 days is produced by an ejecta component with a velocity of ~0.6c and kinetic

energy of  ~1049 erg.  For  a  lower ISM density  ~10-4 cm-3,  the radio flux at  93 days is

produced by a component with a velocity of 0.9c and energy 1050 erg. ⇥e=0.1 and p=2.2

are used for both models. Also shown as a black dotted curve is the light curve of a

cocoon model taken from ref. 14, where n=1.3x10-4 cm-3, ⇥B=0.01, ⇥e=0.1 and p=2.1 are

used.

rising up to ~100 days

radio
Mooley+ 1711.11573	

simple off-axis (uniform jet) disfavored
-> off-axis structured jet or cocoon / merger ejecta
(quasi-spherical, mildly relativistic outflow w. energy injection)

X-rays also found to be rising by similar factor! 
Troja+ GCN 22201, Margutti+ GCN 22203, Haggard+ GCN 22206	

associated HE/VHE emission?	

X-rays
Ruan+ 1712.02809	

cocoon/merger ejecta: YComp~3-6, Ee,max~1-100 TeV	
Hotokezaka
priv. com.	



VHE Neutrinos
- clear indicators of VHE/UHE cosmic ray production
- being detected by IceCube, but no correlation with
  promising sources (bright GRBs, bright blazars) until recently

New window onto the Universe
(UHECRs), turned new mystery?	

VHE γ follow-up
identify via co-produced γ rays:
- neutrino sources (if γ-rays escape + propagate)
- VHE/UHECR sources (if γ-rays + CRs escape+propagate)

 EeV-PeV τ neutrino search 



MAGIC high-energy neutrino follow-up

KS for Nu Team  |  NToO summary   |  15/06/2017  |  Page 15

HESE/EHE alerts results

Konst. Michele

> EHE-170321A observed 
after ~few h from alert

> 2 h data taken

> Only 1 h usable due to too 
high DC in M2 (open CH 
window...)

> Dark

> Za: 45-65 deg

> Energy threshold ~800  GeV

> Analysis by Alicia 

> HESE-160427A: 2 h, 
moon (DC 2000-4000 nA), 
Za: 18-26 deg, tuned MC 
and cleaning (new!)

>  EHE-160731A: 1.3h with 
calima, dark, 45-65 deg

> Next: UL sky maps

HESE-160427A, LE cuts EHE-160731A, FR cuts

Alicia AliciaAlicia

EHE -170321A	

- IC-160427A HESE
- IC-160731A HESE/EHE
- IC-170321A EHE
- IC-170922A EHE -> TXS 0506+054 / 3FGL J0509.4+0541 
- IC-171106A EHE (PeV)



blazar TXS 0506+054: MAGIC observations

TXS 0506+054
archival data from ASDC	

BL Lac (intermediate or low-frequency peaked)
unknown z (upper limit z<1.6)	
clearly detected above 100 GeV
interpretation in terms of lepto-hadronic models in progress	
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LETTER RESEARCH

(see Extended Data Table 1) means that the bursts must have been 
detected in the main beam and not in a side-lobe. Although the frequency- 
dependent shape of the main beam attenuates the bursts’ intrinsic spec-
tra at higher frequencies if the source is off-axis4, this bias is either not 
large enough or in the wrong direction to cause the observed spectral 
variability of bursts 6–11. Given our improved position, burst 1 is con-
sistent with its detection in a side-lobe, which, unlike in the main beam, 
could have caused attenuation of the spectrum at lower frequencies. 
This spectral volatility is reflected by the wide range of spectral indices 
α ≈ –10 to + 14 obtained from fitting a power-law model (Sν ∝ να, where 
Sν is the flux density at radio frequency ν) to burst spectra (Table 1).

There is no evidence for fine-scale diffractive interstellar scintilla-
tion, most probably because it is unresolved by our limited spectral 
resolution. In principle, the spectra could be strongly modulated if the 
source is multiply imaged by refraction in the interstellar medium18 
or by gravitational lensing. However, the splitting angle between 
sub-images required to produce spectral structure across our band  
(≪1 milliarcsecond) is much smaller than the expected diffraction 
angle from interstellar plasma scattering. The fine-scaled diffraction 
structure in the spectrum will therefore wash out the oscillation. Lastly, 
positive spectral indices could also be explained by free-free absorption 
at the source19, but this is ruled out by the large spectral differences 
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Figure 1 | Discovery and follow-up detections 
of FRB 121102. For each seven-beam ALFA 
pointing, the central and outer six beams are 
shown schematically, in red and blue, respectively 
(see Extended Data Tables 1 and 2). The circles 
indicate the ∼3.5′ half-power widths of the beams 
at 1.4 GHz. Darker shading indicates sky positions 
with multiple grid observations at roughly the same 
position. The initial discovery pointing4 and second 
survey observation are outlined in black (these 
overlap). Beam positions in which bursts were 
detected are outlined in solid yellow (dashed yellow 
outlines for the other six beams from the same 
pointing) and the corresponding burst identifier 
numbers (Table 1) are given.

Table 1 | Properties of detected bursts
Burst number Barycentric peak time (MJD) Peak flux density (Jy) Fluence (Jy ms) Gaussian width (ms) Spectral index DM (pc cm−3)

1 56233.282837008 0.04 0.1 3.3 ± 0.3 8.8 ± 1.9 553 ± 5 ± 2

2 57159.737600835 0.03 0.1 3.8 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 1.7 560 ± 2 ± 2

3 57159.744223619 0.03 0.1 3.3 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 2.0 566 ± 5 ± 2

4 57175.693143232 0.04 0.2 4.6 ± 0.3 5.8 ± 1.4 555 ± 1 ± 2

5 57175.699727826 0.02 0.09 8.7 ± 1.5 1.6 ± 2.5 558 ± 6 ± 4

6 57175.742576706 0.02 0.06 2.8 ± 0.4 559 ± 9 ± 1

7 57175.742839344 0.02 0.06 6.1 ± 1.4 −3.7 ± 1.8

8 57175.743510388 0.14 0.9 6.6 ± 0.1 556.5 ± 0.7 ± 3

9 57175.745665832 0.05 0.3 6.0 ± 0.3  −10.4 ± 1.1 557.4 ± 0.7 ± 3

10 57175.747624851 0.05 0.2 8.0 ± 0.5 558.7 ± 0.9 ± 4

11 57175.748287265 0.31 1.0 3.06 ± 0.04   13.6 ± 0.4 556.5 ± 0.1 ± 1
Uncertainties are the 68% confidence interval, unless otherwise stated. MJD, modified Julian day.
The barycentric peak time is the arrival time corrected to the Solar System barycentre and referenced to infinite frequency (that is, the time delay due to dispersion is removed).
The peak flux density and the fluence are lower limits because it is assumed that the burst is detected at the centre of the beam (that is, with an assumed gain of 10 K Jy−1 yielding a system equivalent 
flux density of 3 Jy). Gaussian widths are the full-width at half-maximum. For the spectral index, bursts 8 and 10 are not well fitted by a power-law model and burst 6 is too corrupted by RFI to include. 
Quoted errors on DM are, in order, statistical and systematic (see Methods). The DM for burst 7 was too weak and corrupted by RFI to include.

© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved

Fast Radio Bursts �
- GHz band, ms duration, Jy flux,
  ~6000/sky/day
- likely extragalactic (z~<0.2-2.5),
  1 confirmed
- extreme Tb-> coherent
- multiple subclasses?
  1 repeating, rest non-repeat. (so far)
- repeating FRB 121102:
  z=0.19, dwarf host, persistent radio counterpart
- origin mysterious!
  no. of models >> no. known FRB sources	
- some predictions for VHE
  correlated with FRBs
  in pulsar/magnetar models

VHE prospects
1. IF pulsar GRP or magnetar flare-like, correlated VHE bursts?
  -> simultaneous campaign with radio of repeating FRBs
  -> search for serendipitous events
2. IF NS merger-like, short GRB-like afterglow, etc
  -> follow-up of FRB alerts

Can VHE kill the radio star? �

optical bursts?

search for multi-wavelength/
messenger counterparts!

Newest mystery objects 
in the Universe!	

Thornton+ 13

Spitler+ 16

FRB 110220	

repeating
FRB 121102	

- new cosmological probe
 no. of models >> no. of known FRBs	



FRB 121102: simultaneous MAGIC (VHE + optical) 
+ radio campaign

3
 

MAGIC cpix – Introduction

MAGIC

2 IACTs – 17 m diameter

FoV = ~3.5º

VHE gammas E > ~50 GeV

(Optical) MAGIC

17 m diameter

FoV > 0.1º

Optical photons (U)

Frecuencies 1 → 10  Hz ⁴

optical: MAGIC central pixel
- ~300-450 nm (~U band), FoV >0.1 deg 
- sensitive to signals with duration 0.1ms-1s
- observable simultaneously with VHE
- sensitivity for ~10ms Crab-like pulse ~3 mJy
  -> comparable to recent dedicated studies, e.g. Hardy+ 17

observations simultaneous with Arecibo in 2016-17
  during epochs with few FRB detections
upper limits on persistent VHE emission
          ,,             time-correlated VHE + optical emission
not yet sufficiently constraining for models
-> observations to be continued in 2018



GRB light curve: Fermi vs CTA
Abdo+ 09�LAT

>100
MeV �

GRB 080916C	

CTA
>30GeV, 0.1 sec bin �

>1GeV �

SI+ 2013
Astropart. Phys.
43, 252

inc.
Yamamoto
Y. Inoue
Yamazaki
(for CTA)

Clarify physics of emission 
Test UHECR origin, LIV 



transient survey via divergent pointing with CTA

NB Lucie’s talk �

transients occurring in FoV (not necessarily detectable) 
GRBs: all sky ~800/yr (BAT+GBM)
FRBs: all sky ~6000/dy
IF FoV~300 deg2 ->
~8 GRBs/yr -> ~0.7 GRBs /1000 hr
~45 FRBs/dy -> ~2 FRBs / 1 hr

- GRBs from onset
  prompt emission physics
  (crucial but poorly understood)
- Lorentz invariance violation
  (big improvement over Fermi)
- unbiased transient survey
   e.g. FRBs	

NB Michael’s talk	

- possibly effective for surveys
  of persistent point sources

H.E.S.S. telescope system [9–11], over a dozen new sources were
detected [12].

For CTA, an improved Galactic plane survey should be a major
objective and it will also be capable of performing an all-sky survey
in unprecedentedly short time at high sensitivity; the scientific
rationale and feasibility of both survey types are thoroughly dis-
cussed in [13]. As also discussed in [13], such surveys can be per-
formed in various modes of observation, in particular, large
number of high-performance IACTs allows for using non-parallel
modes with an enlarged FOV. The proper adaptation of such a
mode for a specific telescope array can be a non-trivial task. The
optimization of the pointing strategy, taking into account numer-
ous characteristics of an array, e.g. distance between telescopes,
FOV, energy threshold etc, can significantly reduce the observation
time needed to achieve a given sensitivity.

In this work we consider the array of Middle Sized Telescopes
(MST) working in various, parallel and non-parallel, modes. By per-
forming high-statistics Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the sky-
survey observations, we derive for each mode the basic perfor-
mance parameters at both trigger and analysis levels, which then
allow us to compare efficiencies of the modes. Our study is a part
of an intensive work within the CTA Monte Carlo Work Package
aimed at optimizing the CTA observation scheme. Whereas we
consider in detail different modes with the MST array, independent
investigations are currently performed for the divergent mode of
Large Sized Telescopes (LST) sub-array and the full CTA array work-
ing in divergent modes.

2. Sky survey modes

Fig. 1 illustrates possible modes for a large telescope array used
for sky surveys. The parallel and divergent configurations were
considered before in [13]; below we introduce also a novel, conver-
gent mode (note the difference between our terminology and that
of [13], were the parallel mode is referred to as convergent).

The performance of a telescope system operating in the sky sur-
vey mode depends on the FOV of the system and the time of obser-
vation needed to achieve a given significance level, i.e. its
sensitivity.

In the simplest approach, sky surveys may be performed with
telescopes pointed parallely into the same direction of the sky
(Fig. 1a), however, in such a case the FOV of the telescope system
is highly limited by the FOVs of individual telescopes. The FOV of
a telescope array can be significantly enlarged by slightly deviating
the pointing direction of each telescope. In the divergent mode,
telescopes are inclined into the outward direction, see Fig. 1b, by
an angle increasing with the telescope distance from the array cen-
ter. As explained below, a performance improvement for such a
configuration can be expected primarily at high energies of pri-
mary photons.

For the divergent configuration, images of gamma rays imping-
ing close the array center are shifted toward the camera edge,
which leads to a leakage1 or complete loss of an event. While the
larger loss of events is mostly pronounced for the lower-energy
gamma rays, the leakage effect concerns mainly events with higher
energies. As a result even if an event is registered it is poorly recon-
structed. On the other hand, orientation of telescopes in the diver-
gent mode is suitable for efficient detection of events with large
impact parameter and/or arriving from directions further from the
FOV center (in both cases mainly with high energies).

Qualitatively, one can expect that those negative effects can be
reduced for the opposite orientation, i.e. with outer telescopes
inclined toward the array center, see Fig. 1c. A quantitative com-

parison of the performance of the three modes and a related issue,
i.e. an optimal value of the offset angle (giving the amount of the
difference of the pointing directions, as defined below), appears
crucial for planning the most efficient survey strategy.

3. MC simulations

For all three modes, we simulate the response of the telescope
array to the Extensive Air Showers (EAS) induced by gamma rays
and proton background. To simulate the development of EAS we
use CORSIKA 6.99 code [14,15], used as a standard in CTA. We sim-
ulated 2:1! 107 gamma rays and 3:8! 108 proton events2 – both
with energies between 30 GeV and 10 TeV generated from differen-
tial spectra with the spectral index C ¼ #2:0. However, in our anal-
ysis, we use event weights corresponding to spectra with C ¼ #2:57
for gamma rays and C ¼ #2:73 for protons. Gamma rays are simu-
lated from a point-like test source with the direction defined by
the Zenith angle Za = 20$ and the Azimuth Az = 180$ measured with
respect to the magnetic North. The background proton showers are
simulated isotropically with directions within a 10$ half-angle cone
(larger than the FOV of all considered modes) centered on the direc-
tion of the gamma-ray source. We set the maximum impact param-
eter for gamma rays to 1000 m and for protons to 1500 m. The
detector array is assumed to be located at the Namibian (H.E.S.S.)
site at the altitude of 1800 m a.s.l.

The response of the telescope array is simulated with the CTA
sim_telarray code [15,16]. We use the MST subarray of the CTA
array E from the so-called production-1; the subarray includes 23
telescopes with positions shown in Fig. 2. The direction of the cen-
tral telescope No. 5 is always approximately in the center of the
FOV of the array (a slight displacement may occur due to the pres-
ence of telescopes No. 12 and 15, which break the symmetry);
then, this direction is used to define various configurations and

Fig. 1. Three modes of configuration of the telescope system used in the sky-survey
scans: (a) normal (parallel) mode; (b) divergent mode; (c) convergent mode.

1 The effect of cutting off an image at the camera edge. 2 including the number of re-used showers.
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summary

GRBの絶ゆ光�諸行無常の兆しあり…

Transients are most valuable for CTA Japan! 	“In the field of observation, chance favors the prepared mind.” 
 - Louis Pasteur 
“If you do not expect the unexpected, you will not find it, 
 for it is not to be reached by search or trail.” 
 - Heraclitus 

MAGIC observations of multimessenger transients
GRBs
   intriguing hints for nearby short GRB 160821B
      interesting implications for GW follow-up
   almost there; clearer detection imminent!
neutrinos
   first indications for BL Lac TXS 0506+054!
   more observations toward solving mystery of their origin
GWs, FRBs
   ongoing with interesting prospects
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The fun has just begun!
The best is yet to come- let’s look forward to CTA!
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